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Operating the Monolight

    When the main capacitor voltage exceeds 
the setting voltage, the unit will go into 
protection mode. In this mode a unit will repeat 
a double beep sound, the red LED on the 
TEST button will flicker. Also, the Unit will not 
provide power and the screen will show “U1”

    When the internal temperature exceeds 
158°F (70°C) the built-in circuitry will prevent 
the unit from operating. The red LED on the 
TEST button will flicker, the unit will repeat a 
double beep sound, and the LCD display 
screen will show  “P1”. To help prevent 
overheating, do not over-flash and always 
be sure to allow the unit’s fan to cool the 
unit.

・ 1x Flash Unit
・ 1x Flash Tube
・ 1x Modeling Lamp
・ 1x Umbrella Reflector
・ 1x Power Cord
・ 1x Sync Cord
・ 1x Protective Cap
・ 2x Spare Fuses.

Built-in Circut Protection  

Accessories

ASIS Wireless Remote
(sold separately)

ASIS Wireless Remote

ASIS 500 Package Contents
The ASIS Wireless Remote (sold separately), 
is a 2.4GHz, on-camera radio trigger that is 
fully compatible with the ASIS 500 monolight.

Any settings that are typically made directly on 
the flash units) can now be made from the 
remote, allowing you to have complete control 
of your lighting set up.

The remote features a lighted LCD screen, 
channels, 2channel groups, large control 
buttons, and provides a trigger distance up to 
164(50M). See next page for specifications.
Additional photographic lighting accessories 
and equipment are available.

Visit www.studio-assets.com/lighting.html to
view a full-range of lighting accessories 
including beauty dishes, umbrellas, reflectors, 
and much more.

Mounting an Umbrella  
    Slide the shaft of the umbrella through the 
hole in the reflector and insert it into the 
umbrella receptacle (D). Adjust accordingly. 
Then, tighten lock knob to hold umbrella firmly 
in place.

ASIS 500 Dimensions

Length: 14.6” (37cm)
Width: 5.3” (13.5cm)
Height: 8.75” (22.2cm)

Weight: 5.7lb (2.6kg)

(Dimensions measured with protective cap and 
modeling lamp in place.)
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